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GENERAL DEBATB 

m,. (Trinidad and Tobago): It gives me great pleasure, Sir, 

to extend to you and to your country, Saudi Arabia, the warm congratulations 

of the Government of Trinidad and Tobago on your election to the presidency of 

the General Assembly at its forty-sixth session. At this time, when we are 

required to take major decisions on the future of our Organization, your own 

considerable diplomatic experience affords us a quality of leadership which 

will asauredly enhance our debates and guide our deliberation8 to a successful 

conclusion. 

My Government is also pleased to commend the work of your predecessor, 

Mr. Guido de Marco of Malta, whose diplomatic skills, knowledge tnd efficiency 

were at all times evident during the conduct of the forty-fifth session. 

Trinidad and Tobago applauds the current advances towards universal 

memberahip in the United Nations, with the historic admission to this 

Organisation last month of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea and the 

Republic of Korea, as well as the Republics of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

As a small archipelagic State, Trinidad and Tobago is also particularly 

pleased with the admission to membership of the Republic of the Marshall 

Islands and the Federated States of Micronesia. On behalf of the Government 

and people of Trinidad and Tobago, I extend warm and sincere congratulations 

to all the new Members. Their admission is testimony to the profound and 

unprecedented changes which have taken place in the international system. 

In many ways the international community seems poised on the brink of 

what could be a brave new era. The dramatic and far-reaching changes of the 
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past few years have radically transformed tbe political and economic contours 

of the international landscape. Ia many pasts of the world stern and rigid 

authoritarian systems, the legacy of ideologies which placed the interests of 

tiL- State and of ruling ilites before tbe social well-being of the majority, 

has been weakened and brushed aside. 
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They have boon vanquishad by 0110 of tho most powerful and enduring urges 

of mankind - tho derira to enjoy fundamental rights and freedoms. It is this 

urge that har confr,red upon the present period one of its most appealing 

characteristics, namely, widespread democratlaation and libersliratioa. 

One of the major conrequencor of these unprecedented changes has been a 

dramatic improvement in the international political climate. Antagonism and 

hostility are increasingly being replaced by cooperation and coordination. 

This has been most vividly reflected in the new effectiveness of the United 

Nations. Preed of the constraining fetters of great-Power confrontation, the 

world body hsa been in a position to play a central and constructive role in 

international affairr. The United Nations is finally becoming the dynamic 

international mechanism envisaged by its founding fathers. 

The Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, and his 

representatives must be congratulated on the active and influential role they 

have played in so many areas of tension - Cambodia, Western Sahara, 

El Salvador - and on their expert handling of a number of sensitive issues, 

such’as the release of hostages in the Middle East, the aftermath of the war 

in the Gulf and the Middle East question. 

These important and positive developments should encourage our hope in a 

brighter future. Our optimism is, however, tempered by the number and the 

complexity of the challenges that continue to burden the international 

community, dome of long standing, others of more recent vintage. 

Foremost among them is the increasing disparity between rich and poor 

nations. After decades of development efforts the problems of widespread 

poverty and deprivation that afflict the majority of the world population 

continue to be a burning issue. Poverty in itself is a threat to 
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international peace and security. Its eradication, therefore, should 

constitute a major part of the peacemaking mandate of the United Nations. 

Change5 in economic and political ideology are resulting in a fresh 

approach to economic policies in the developing world. The new economics of 

development is becoming increasingly pragmstic. Greater importance is being 

accorded to the balance and interaction between the market, the State and the 

private sector. Similarly, economic development is increasingly being 

measured by the improvement and the enrichment of the lives of people and not 

by impersonal economic indicators. Authentic development, it is recognised, 

must be sustainable, multi-dimensional and people-oriented. 

Efforts at the national level to redress the adverse economic situation 

cannot succeed unless there is a less hostile international economic 

environment. The assistance of the international community through the 

provision of aid, loans and investment funds is also crucial. In this context 

we hope that the efforts being made to facilitate the integration of the 

Eastern European countries into the international economy will not take place 

to the detriment of the developing world. 

The economic problems of the developing world are compounded by the 

burden of external debt. This issue needs to be urgently and comprehensively 

addressed. The absence of a durable solution remains a blight upon the 

efforts of those countries to achieve growth and development. Several 

debt-alleviation proposals have been advanced over the past few years. 

However, the stock of debt continues to grow and has now attained the 

staggering figure of $1.2 trillion. The massive burden and the repayment and 

servicing trauma that it has engendered will not only continue to impose 

severe hardship on the people of the developing countries, but will sharpen 
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the disparity between rising affluence in some parts of our international 

community and increasing chronic poverty in others. In the developing 

countries themselves, the drain of resources created by the external debt and 

service payments contributes to heightened social tensiona, jeopardizing 

respect for human rights and the preservation of democracy in those countries. 

Trade and trade opportunities remain pivotal in any effort to reactivate 

the economies of the developing world. In those countries structural 

adjustment has been widely utilized in an effort to create economic structures 

that are rational, viable and self-sustaining. However, we are faced with a 

paradoxical situation. Competitive exports resulting from the 

ctructural-adjustment programmes and economic diversification that the 

developing countries were urged to undertake are being barred from the 

market-place8 in the North by a new wave of protectionism. Moreover, this 

coincides with a period of historically low commodity prices. These 

developments are very grave for developing countries and particularly for 

small economies in which production possibilities are limited by size and 

resou’rce endowment. 

Trinidad and Tobago is firmly of the view that the most effective way to 

address the trade problem is through the multilateral negotiations taking 

place in the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 

(GATT). However, commitments made by members during negotiations must be 

honoured and the special situation and needs of developing countries must be 

taken into account in the present effort to reach agreement on outstanding 

issues. 

The emergence of economic megablocs could very well be a mixed blessing. 

Shouid they become inward-looking, erecting import barriers, new problc?ms 
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could arise. Howsve r , if thrly function a8 nuclei of genuine free trade they 

could also strengthen the pillare of the multilateral system. A successful 

outcome of the Uruguay Round will indeed assist in ensuring that the emergence 

of these large trading blocs will have a positive effect on the globs1 economy. 

Unrestricted acceaa to markets in the developed countriee will 

undoubtedly facilitate the creation of an environment that is more propitious 

for developing countries. A crucial variable in the development matrix, 

neverthelerr, ia rcience and technology for development. Science and 

technology define the gap between developed and developing countries, between 

one world that basks in affluence and another that is mired in poverty and 

deprivation. 

Trinidad and Tobago notes with concern the diminution of reaourcea 

directed by the United Nations towards science and technology for 

development. Developing countries, hamstrung as they are by limited 

resources, rely heavily on the work and activities of international 

institutions like the United Nations. It is imperative that science and 

technology be designated a major priority area in the allocation of resources 

for development by this body. 

The challenge of protecting our environment is 8. issue to which the 

international community is paying increased attention. In both the developed 

and the developing world there is a keener perception today of the need to 

integrate ecological considerations into economic planning in order to achieve 

sustainable development. 

My delegation perceives a need, however, to ;hift the ongoing debate from 

its concentration upon issues that appear pertinent only to the developed 

world to a focus which takes the entire global community into account. 
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The environment is par excelleg a global issue. As such, addressing it 

requires global cooperation. This underlines the importance of the need for 

coordinated international responses to environmental problems. The 

forthcoming United Nations Conference on the Environment and Development 

(IJNCED)r which will take place in Brazil in 1992, will play a vital role in 

this regard. 
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In a related process, island developing States, aware of the grave threat 

that climate change and sea-level rise may pose to their very existence, have 

already formed themselves into the interregional Alliance of Small Island 

States (AOSIS) and have undertaken a critical coordinating role in the climate 

negotiations to be completed before the 1992 Conference on Environment and 

Development. 

At this time of general economic decline in many countries, the 

international cossnunity’a attention and comrritment to the resolution of the 

consequent social ill6 are crucial. Social issue8 must of necessity assume 

greater importance on the international agenda. 

The enormous challenges facing small and large States alike in their 

fight against domestic and international criminal activities, as well as the 

dangerous interlinkages between the various forms of organised transnational 

crimes, such as terrorism and international drug trafficking, dictate that 

comprehensive, concerted and practical prescriptions be formulated to 

alleviate these problems. 

The illicit use of and trafficking in drugs are recognized as a social 

plague and a threat to the international cormnunity. This scourge is of a 

transnational character, and the response of the international community must, 

in like manner, emphasize international cooperation and collaboration and the 

provision of adequate financial resources. Trinidad and Tobago supports the 

consolidation of United Nations activities within the new international drug 

control programme. This development should allow for a coherent and 

integrated strategy. The new institution, however, will be able to make an 

impact on the well-orgaaized and lucrative trade in death and degradation only 

if it is provided with adequate humau and financial resources. 
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Similarly, given the grave effect8 world-wide of other aspects of 

international criminal activity, we believe that the United Nations must adopt 

a concerted approach to crime prevention and criminal jurtics. As a member of 

the Inter-governmental Working Group on the Creation of an Effective 

International Crime and Criminal Justice Programme, which met in Austria last 

August, Trinidad and Tobago fully approves the recommendation that a new 

United Nations crime-prevention and criminal-justice progranmne be established 

to provide, &&or alin, practical assistance for States in their fight against 

national and transaational crime. Like other small States, we can ill afford 

to continue diverting limited resource8 from development programmes and 

projects into the fight against a growing tide of criminal activity. My 

delegation therefore calls on this Assembly to designate the proposed new 

criminal-justice programno as a priority within the 1992-97 medium-term plan. 

In his address to the General Assembly at its forty-fifth session the 

Prime Minister of Trinidad end Tobago, Mr. A. N. R. Robinson, observed: 

"Neither a free State nor a free world can long endure without 

adequate safeguards for the rule of law." (A/45/PV.20, D. 31) 

Trinidad and Tobago welcomed the decision to declare this final decade of the 

twentieth century the United Nations Decade of International Law. We were 

also encouraged to find that areas of international law that might be ready 

for progressive development and codification are being identified. 

My delegation strongly believes that the elaboration of a code of crimes 

against the peace and security of mankind, the codification of international 

criminal law and the establishment of an international criminal court are 

tasks that should be tackled very early in the decade. 
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At its forty-third session the Znternstioaal Law Commission carefully 

examined draft proposals for the establishment of bn international crimjnal 

court. Trinidad end Tobago has long argued that such a court would be an 

effective adjunct to domestic administrative and judicial arrangements, and 

would provide greater protection for the security and sovereignty of States, 

particularly small States. Questions relating to jurisdiction and the 

institution of criminal proceedings continue to be debated. Iiowever, the real 

progress that has already been made in elaborating the draft Code of Crimes 

A_ainst the Peace and Security of Mankind should encourage States to give 

serious consideration to the proposals and connnents of the International Law 

Commission and facilitate the drafting, at the next session of that body, of a 

statute for an international criminal court. 

I wish to turn now to an item which the hectic events of the last few 

months may have removed from our consciousness, but which Trinidad and Tobago 

still considers to be of vital importance. I refer to the desire for 

self-determination that some small States still nurture. At ,hib pivotal time 

in history, when the strugqle for freedom is bearing fruit in Europe and 

elsewhere, we should do well to remember that, despite the progress mad& in 

the area of decolonisation, there remain a number of small dependencies, 

especially in the Caribbean and in the Pacific, that have not had the 

opportunity to shape their own destiny. 

It is essential that these States be accorded the respect that comes with 

the right to choose how they will face the future. They need to know that 

their hopes and aspirations are still taken seriously by this body. And, to 

facilitate the making of wise choices, they need the breadth of sound 

information on which such choices must be based. 



Trinidad and Tobago sincerely hopes that QQIU life rLll be injected into 

the decolonisation debatea and that all the adminirteting Pow*a will return to 

particlpnte actively in the work of the Committee mnce~twd, bringing with 

them their wealth of tcowledga ml] mxpmrience of the intarliukages between 

e:‘onomy, security and independence in the modern world. By doing IIO they will 

surely asaisr. the United Yations in carrying out its special responsibilities 

to these torritaries. 

The recent successes of tho United Nations in Borne of the most volatile 

regions of thn world shoula not lull ua into a false sews of security. Many 

regiounZ conf!.icts atam from causes that are purely indigenous in nature and 

will tharafore erupt despite the end of super-Power rivalry. Territorial 

disagreements, traditional animosities and new hatreds will continue to 

contributa to instability in many parts of the globe. The role of the United 

Nations in the preservation of international peace and stability will 

therefore continue to be vital, 

Trinidad and Tobago believes that regional organizations also must play a 

more important role in anticipating instability and in pro-empting conflict. 

They can do so by facilitating reconciliation between antagonistic States, by 

contributing to the establishment or preservation of democratic government, 

and by promoting peaceful internal change. In this regard we applaud the 

recent signing of the peace accord between the Government of El Salvador and 

the Frente Farabundo Marti para la Liberation National (FKLN), as ~~11 as the 

equally recent rapprochement Iwtween Belize and Guatemala. We hope U-at, in 

the interests of hemispheric collaboration, relations between two other member 

States - Cuba and the United States of America - will also be normalized. 
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Trinidad and Tobago has always been, and remains, firmly committed to 

bott the ideal and the practice of democracy. We therefore strongly condem 

the military coup that took place on WonCay ia Baiti, overthrowing the 

constitutionally elected Governmeat of that country and compromising the full 

enjoyment of human rights and fundamental freedoms by Haiti's population. We 

deplore the ensuing loss of life and call for the prompt restoration of the 

constitutionally elected authority. 
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It ir regrettable that, even a8 the international climate improver and 

major agreementr tot the reduction of nuclear weapon8 am concluded, the 

proliferation of coventional weapons and military technology continuoe apace. 

The countrior of the developing world account for 75 per cent of the purchaser 

of atme traded oath year. The Gulf War har rervod to remind us of the danger8 

of the proliferation of weaponr, erpecially to the volatile regionr of the 

wor!d. There ir no doubt that there i8 e need for 8tricter monitoring of the 

arms flows and for international agreement8 regulating and limiting the trade 

in weapons and military technology. Trinidad and Tobago therefore rupports 

the proposal to establish, at the United Nationr, a register for arms 

transfers. 

Notwithstanding the profound reforms which have taken place in South 

Africa, the situation in that country continues to be a eource of concern. At 

a time when the protection of human rights has become a central concern of the 

international comnunity, South Africa remains a major transgressor in this 

afea. Racial discrimination persists, political prisoners await release and 

the Draconian security laws are yet to be repealed. The fundamental right of 

one-man one-vote is still denied the majority of South Africans. Trinidad and 

Tobago hen always been committed to e peaceful end to apartheid through 

negotiations. It has therefore been gravely concerned about escalating 

violence in the townships of South Africa. We trust that the recent peace 

accord will help bring an end to this violence, which threatens to delay 

progress towards the commencement of multi-party negotiations on 

constitutional reform. 

Trinidad end Tobago remains supportive of the current peaceful process 

towards a free, non-racial, democratic and united South Africa. We are 
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likewise still convinced that this procerr of peaceful change will bo 

facilitated by the retention of economic and military raactionr against South 

Africa, until the profound and irreversible chaaqen outlined in the 1969 

United Nations Declaration on Apartheid and itr Doetructivo Conrequencer in 

Southern Africa have been completed. 

The international context in which the United Nations is operatinq today 

bears little or no resemblance to that of the 1940e, when the world body wae 

established. The United Nations and its mechanisms were developed primarily 

to respond to a world dominated by super-Power rivalry and conflict. Trinidad 

and Tobago believes that the time has come to reappraise the mechanisms of the 

world body so that it can adapt to radically changed circumstances. To this 

end, the collective security machinery of the United Nations muet be 

enhanced. It will also have to be given the capacity to anticipate and 

prevent breaches of the peace and threats to security. Moat of all, the 

United Nations decision-making machinery must be made to reflect the common 

interests of all its Members and not just those of a powerful few. This is 

the fundamental challenge which faces our Orqaniration today if it is to 

achieve a more balanced, just and equitable world order. 

Mr. AL-KHAU (Bahrain) (interpretation from Arabic): It is a 

pleasure to extend to you, Sir, at the outset of my speech, the sincere 

congratulations of the delegation of the State of Bahrain on your election to 

the presidency of the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly. It is a 

source of delight and happiness to see a distinguished diplomat from our 

sisterly kingdom of Saudi Arabia assume this lofty post: it is evidence of the 

high esteem in which the Kingdom of Saudi Arabia is held in the world and of 

the appreciation and respect you enjoy in the international community. I am 
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plesmo8 to express to you our bm8t wi8hor for l uccmam in directing the 

proceedingr of this rerrion. 

I should also like to exprosr our riocoro thsnkm to Ur, Ouido de Warco 

for the competence with which he guidmd the proceadingr of the Goners1 

Assembly during hir proridency lart rorrion. I alro wirh to avail nyaelf of 

this opportunity to place on record my appreciation of the untiring effort8 by 

Mr. Jnvior Perer de Cuollar, the Secretary-General, to rtrongthon the role of 

the Organisation in the maintenance of peace and security in the world, and of 

the sincoro attenti,,n ho paid to the Gulf cririr, which enabled the world 

Organisation to promote global solidsrity and uphold international legality. 

It ir also my pleasure to offer congratulation6 to the delegations of the 

Republic of Korea, the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea, the Feder?.ced 

Staten of Micronesia, the Marshall Islands, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania on 

their accession to membership of the United Nations. We are sure that their 

admission into our Organisation will contribute to the achievement of the 

objectives of the Charter. 

For a year now, world events have been unfolding in quick succession. It 

is rather difficult for the observer to plumb the depths of their significance 

at first glance due to the fact that those events are 80 interlaced that they 

resemble the intermingled light and darkness in the early hours of the dawn of 

a new day. Faced with such astounding developments, the idea of a new world 

order has become the topic of discussion in many international assemblies and 

political forums, particularly after the bastions of the cold war have 

crumbled and their memory has begun to fade in the pages of history. 
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Thmrm ir no doubt that thm cold war, with it8 variou8 inplicationr, loft 

it8 imprint on thm period from 1945 to 1990. With it8 l nd, iatmtn~tional 

tmlation8 no longer follow a particular pattmtor thmy arm nmithmt bipolar oor 

multipolar. It ir to ba hopad that thm unfolding of l vmnt8 at thir hmightmomd 

tempo will nakm u8 pau8m, contmmplato and pondmt thm movem8nt of hi8tOty and 

thm p8th8 it Chart8 80 that wm may find out ray to thm fututm. 

It i8 hardly 8Utpti8inq whmn ona paU8mr and pondmtr ruch IUajOt chaogmr in 

8OatCh of thm bottmt fututm which l ludmd ptmviour qmnmrationr, that onm 

srpitmr to catty out therm project8 of which mankind dteMI8 and anplOt@ thm 

conwnoo dmnomioatotr which impml nation8 toward8 coopmtstion, B and 

harmony. 

It is at euch critical moment8 in hi8tOty that mankind nomdr a new vision 

with which to 8em thm world in 8 ttum light. and from a mUltidimn8iOnal 

pmrspectiva bared on thm fact that intmtnational policy will ymt sqain turn 

tourd the axir of a new pattern of relation8 that tequitmr thm dmvelopmant of 

a 8,et of 8Ophi8tiCatOd plan8 to deal with the global i88uen of rmcutity, the 

mnvitonment, natural re8OUtCe8, population and other problems which will be 

influential factor8 io the twenty-fitrt cmntuty. 

We bmlimve that thm structure of thm new world order should be based on 

the following mssential foundations: 8eCUtityZ dmvelopment in all it8 

aspsctsr and interaction between culture8 and civilitations and exchanges 

between the States and peoples of the world, It i8 imperative that this new 

structure should includm a competent international authority, vhich should 

over8eo all the systems within the United Nation8 framework. 
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The now ryrtom of world security rurt revolve around two main areor the 

international and the regional. However, the mort important point on which to 

focus at the international level during the cominq phane io the development in 

the United Rations of a coacept of collmctive mscurity that would rert on two 

coaerstonos: 

?irst, the prohibition of the use of force or the threat of the use of 

force in international relations for any resron whatsoever, am set out in the 

proviaioaa of the Charter (Chapter I, Article II (4)). 

Second, a collective response by the international conmnunity, reprerented 

by the Security Council, in came8 involving threatr to peace, breachea thereof 

or aggression, in accordance with Chapter WI of the Charter. 

As we perceive it, the application of collective security requires u8 to 

meet several conditions, the mo8t important of which are: 

First, viewing peace a8 one indivisible whole. Given the intricacy and 

diversity of international relations, the outbreak of war between two States 

can affect the interests of other Stater. Under the system of collective 

security, all States would have a legal and moral obligation to participate in 

deterring aggression everywhere in the world and restoring peace. 

Second, the neutrality and objectivity of the system of collective 

security, in the sense that measures would be taken against the aggressor 

State regardless of its identity or whether it was strong or weak, rich or 

poor. 

Third, the global character of the membership of the system of collective 

security. All peace-loving States should participate in the system 80 as to 

ensure its universality and effectiveness. 
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Fourth, the machinery of the system for onforcing colloctivo waaure6 

should be potent and effective enough to deter any country which may 

contemplate aggression and to inflict appropriate punirhwnt on aqqresrors. 

As regards tho regional axis of eecurity, it should be born. in mind that 

every State, irrespective of its riot or economic waas, har vital rocurity 

concerno that are inherent to its hirtory and geographical location. Each 

State also has a legitimate right to protect its national security. Thus, we 

view the question of security in the Gulf region from a multidimensional 

perspective designed to assimilate the lesson8 of the past, satisfy the needs 

of the present and avoid the dangers of the future. 

The Iraqi occupation of the sisterly stats of Kuwait uocovere& a serious 

flaw in the concept of regional security in the Gulf, which compels ua to 

search deliberately for mean8 of deterrence to protect ourselves aqainst the 

evils of the adventurous and the covetous in order to prevent them from 

undermining the stability and security of this sensitive part of the world. 

Here, I recall the vords of George Santayana, who wrote, “Those who cannot 

remember the past are condemned to repeat it”. We are resolved never to 

relive that bitter experience, no matter what the reasons or the circumstances, 

The war for the liberation of Kuwait drew a dividing line between the end 

of the cold war era and the start of the era of the new world order, which 

began with the repulsing of the Iraqi aggression against Kuwait, on the 

principles of collective security. This, however, does not mean that all 

possible threats of the use of force have been eliminated with the termination 

of the cold war. In this context, our reconunendations for the future 

components of regional security in the Gulf are as follows: 
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Tirrt, security arrangement8 capable of doterring any aggrerror should be 

ured to avert say potential threatr. 

Sscoed, earne8t actioa to achiovo Co#nprOhOn8iVO economic, 8ocial and 

cultural development. Thi8 i8 all l 88Ontial prOrOqUi8it~ Of the national 

88CUrity of all the stator of the region. 

Third, non-interforenco in the internal affair8 of Statea and respect for 

the principle of the rovereignty of every rtate in the Gulf region over it8 

nstural and economic re8ourc88. 

?ourth, adherence to the principle of clettlemeat of dispute8 by peaceful 

m8an8 alone. 

At the 8ame time, our conception of rrecurity in the Gulf region takes 

into account the g8ographical and political diwn8ionr of the Widdle East, 

since it i8 impO88ibh to effectively buttrO88 8OCUrity along the shores of 

the Gulf without u8 all having a clear picture of all dimensions of security 

issues in the neighbouring State8 of the region. 

In the previous lea)lion, I reiterated our conviction that the Middle East 

should be proclaimed a tone free of weapon8 of ma18 de8trUCtiOn, specifically 

nuclear, chemical and biological weapons. Today, w8 are even more resolved to 

achieve this goal because of our belief that international security is 

intrinsically linked to it8 regional constituents and our conviction that 

8trOngthOning the security of the Middle East region by making it completely 

free of weapon8 of ma86 destruction will be a positive contribution to the 

maintenance of world peace. On the other hand, proclaiming the Middle East a 

zone free of weapon8 of ma68 destruction would turn the attention of its 

States to the question of economic, scientific and technological development 

and lead them to cooperate in the field of the peaceful uses of nuclear energy. 
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ma l ecood foundation for the structure of the uev world order is the 

fact that dwelopmeot aod l ecuritp are cloaolp and ioaopstably linked. The 

founders of tho United Nations unto aware of tha dialectics of the linkage 

bet-an development and poaco and l xplainod tha oxtoot of that association in 

the provimioaa of the Chsrtor. When peace is threatened, the march of peoples 

towards a bettor tmrror is obstructed, the individual ir denied his daily 

naeda, and tha gap botwoen the poor aad rich vidana, leading to increased 

tatnaionr between States. 

Emphasis on aconoaic consideration8 and their relationship to the 

problems of pesca and security in the world should gain the attention of the 

international conrrunity, and States should become more aware of the concept of 

collective economic security. The main objective of development is to satisfy 

human needs and aspirations and to eliminate reasons for denying the 

individual his right to economic well-being. 

Unfortunately, the world suffered during the past year a marked reduction 

in economic growth. Worse still, the United Nations, in its world economic 

survey of 1991, expected the rate of world economic grovtb for this year to be 

acre. In the light of such trends, both the developed and developing States 

should cooperate vithin the framework of the United Nations to overcome the 

negative aspects of the world economy and stimulate equitable growth in the 

economies of the developing countries so as to reduce tensions in the world. 

One of the most important issues related to development is that of the 

environment, which has lately come to the forefront of international 

concerns. Climatic changes, pollution of the air and the sea, desertification 

and the depletion of the oxone layer all have negative effects on mankind’s 

present and future. 
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{Mr. Al-Khalifa. Bahrain) 

The war in the Gulf added new dimensions to the problem of tampering with 

tbe anviromnmxt when the Iraqi forces leaked oil into the waters of the Gulf 

and set fire in Kuwait to some 132 oil wells that blared for several months, 

and irn fact many of tbein continue to burn despite all efforts to extinguish 

them.* 

* Mr. Trawler (Italy), Vice-President, took the Chair. 
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Wo hope that both the world economy and the environment will soon improve 

through the ongoing constructive dialogue undertaken within the framework of 

the United Nation6 system. We trust that the eighth aesslon of the United 

Nations Conference on Trade and Development, to be hsld in Colombia in 

February 1992, and the third United Nations Conference on Environment and 

Development, scheduled to be held in Braail in June of that year, will lay the 

groundwork for international accord and cooperation to solve those problems. 

The third foundation of any new world order is the necessary cultural 

interaction between tho peoples of the world. Now that mankind has no other 

way of progressing and developing but to cooperate and achieve harmony between 

peoples, the time has come to give this issue the priority it deserves and to 

draw attention to its various human dimensions. Any person who knows his 

history must know that, over the centuries, States crumble and civilisations 

disappear after they had made great strides on the road to progress and 

advancement. Today, however, science and technology have brought together 

nations and peoples from various parts of the world and made isolation a 

non-starter in a world of interwoven interests that is closely knit by the 

modern means of communication and the activities of giant transnational 

corporations whose arms extend to every part of the globe. 

Throughout history, disparity and differentiation among peoples have 

often led to conflict and war, making rivalry and hostility the predominant 

characteristics of relations between States motivated by narrow 

self-interest. Now that wars have become an even more heinous evil, we are 

duty bound to find a way to eliminate the conflict between cultures and to 

draw them closer together. Because wars begin in the minds of men, we should 

embark on establishing peace education, promoting the concept of the 
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interrelationship between the cultures of the world and erasing the motives 

for war from people's minds. 

At a '.inte rhea the United Nations ia seeking to create a more balanced 

and just world order, it is imperative that no particular culture should look 

down from a position of dominant strength upon the cultures of other nations. 

This requires a more profound dialogue between cultures in a new spirit 

inspired by the recognition of the co-equal cultural interrelatedness of all 

the peopler of the world. This pattern of relations between people is 

inspired by the teachings of the holy Koran, which exhorts humans to seek 

harmony and affinity among themselves, as in the words of the Almighty: 

0 mankind! We created 
You from a single (pair) 
Of a male and a female, 
And made you into 
Nations and tribes, that 
ye may know each other 
Not that ye may despise 
(Each other). Verily 
The moat honoured of you 
In the sight of God 
Is he who is the moat 
Righteous of you. 
(Sura XLIX. verse U) 

The events which have taken place in the international arena since the 

General Assembly’s last session embody numerous indicators that point at a 

tendency to peaceful solutions to many international &nd regional issues and 

problems. Of particular interest is the matter of the Kuwaiti prisoners of 

war detained in Iraq, because it bespeaks defiance to Security Council 

resolutions and international conventions. We appeal to the international 

community to move towards a speedy solution to this humanitarian problem, 

freeing those prisoners forthwith and repatriating them safely to their 

homeland. 
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In tho forefront of other international irruer ie the question of the 

Palestinian people and the variou8 kinds of repression it continue8 to suffer 

at the hands of the Irraeli occupation authorities. At the heart of the peace 

process in the Middle East is the exercise by the Palestinian people of it8 

right to self-determination. We therefore call upon the Security Council to 

impose international legality, elaborate the base8 for peace between all 

partier concerned in the Arab-Israeli conflict, and take a firm and serious 

international stand that may force 18rael to accept a comprehensive and just 

solution to the question of Palestine, in accordance with the relevant United 

Nations resolutions, and to recognise the right of the Palestinian people to 

establish it8 own independent State on its national soil. It should be 

emphasized that the Israeli occupation forces must withdraw from all occupied 

Arab territories, including Al-Quds, southern Lebanon and the Syrian Arab 

Golan. 

We hope that the current United States initiative and other efforts 

exerted in the international arena will contribute to creating an atmO8PherO 

conducive to holding the peace conference and reaching a just and lasting 

solution to *he Middle East issue. 

As regards Lebanon, we call upon the international community to support 

the decisions and actions taken by that country’s Government to firmly 

establish the rule of its legitimate authority. We also appeal to the 

Security Council to take action on implementing its resolution 425 (1978) by 

ensuring the withdrawal of the Israeli forces and the restoration of the 

authority of the Lebanese State and its sovereignty over southern Lebanon. 

With regard to the situation in South Africa, this year has witnessed 

positive steps towards repealing the policies of apartheid. We trust that 

this will be followed by the complete elimination of all manifestations of 
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rociel dircriminntioa end the rentoration of the political and constitutIona 

rights of the black majority in South Africa. 

Concerning the Cyprus guertion, we hope that progrsrs in the talks 

between the two Cypriot comnunitiss, under the auspices of the 

Secretary-General of the United Nations, will be achieved so that Cyprus can 

regain its unity. 

We look forward to seeing the countries of *he world cooperating with 

each other through the United Nations. May their cooperation in peaceful 

areas expand and surmount all obstacles and barriers BO that international 

solidarity may be strengthened and harmony among the people8 of the world may 

prevail. Obstacles of all sorts have not been able to halt the spread of 

knowledge to a11 parts of the world, and history teaches us that learning and 

knowledge cannot be isolated or made the exclusive realm of one particular 

region or State. The technological revolution has enabled man to overcome 

those barriers, and technological innovations have had a far-reaching 

influence on bringing peoples together and makinq every people feel itself an 

integral part of one big interrelated society and that its interests are 

affected by what happens to other peoples. 

On the level of international relations, the United Nations is truly the 

most important expression of this age and one of its salient features. As the 

world Organization follows the path charted for it, the bonds of interrelation 

between State6 grow stronger and people's perception of the fusion of their 

interests increasea. 

The survival of the United Nations as an edifice of world peace and its 

continued fulfillment of its mission are no longer subject to the will of one 

State or group of States. They now flow from the noble message the United 

Nations upholds and the great missions assigned to it, which are expanding 
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daily to iaaluflm vatiou8 fields, ruch aa the maam to bring Btstrr clorsr 

togmthor, tha naiataaaacm of peace, and the roll-being of the peoplea of ths 

world. 
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hw (Imrasl) (interpretation from Prench): Let me begin by 

congratulating Ambarmador Shihabi on him election to the office of Premident 

of the forty-sixth session of the General Assembly, which I hope will be 

crowned with muccese. I also take this opportunity to congratulate the 

Secretary-General, Hr. Javier Peter de Cuellar, on him endeavourm and his 

valuable contribution to the promotion of world peace and understanding among 

nations. 

In this era of heightened expectations of freedom and of peace among 

nations, the threat of despotism has not yet disappeared from the world. This 

Assembly convenea in the aftermath of two crises that threatened human 

freedoms and that aroused profound concern throughout the enlightened 

international conxnunity. Future historians will undoubtedly cast more light 

on these two grim chapters in the closing years of this century from an 

appropriate perspective. But we, representatives of Governments, do not have 

the time to indulge in the luxury of observing events passively, as historians 

can do. 

We are making history, not writing it: making history here and now. It 

is incumbent upon us as representatives of responsible Governments to mould 

current events in a spirit of respect for the values our democratic regimes 

represent, and aspiring to a world order based on universal freedoms. 

We must draw the correct conclusions and apply the lessons of the crises 

of the past year and bequeath to all mankind a code of conduct, thus ensuring 

that our world will no longer be exposed to insane outbursts of tyranny. Our 

lesson from the two recent crises is that there is an unequivocal link between 

the natbtre of political regimes and the peace and stability of the world. 
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Democratic government is bared on tho recognition of civil liberties and 

on respect for the sovereignty of other nations, Democracy is the natural 

condition of 6 healthy society. It would be the preferred system for all 

mankind, were it free to choose. Man wao horn to freedoms it is part of hia 

intrinsic nature. He wao born to live, not to fight warut to create, not to 

destroy. The spirit of freedom is embedded in the human intellect and the law 

of the jungle is alien to it. Therein lie6 the superiority of man over 

creatures that are devoid of the power of choice. “Live and let 1 ive” is the 

voice of human reason. “When one saves a human life it is a6 if one ha6 saved 

all of humanity,” run6 an ancient Jewish Uayinq. 

These basic truism6 have thrust themselves to the fore during recent 

years, when a new dawn ha6 broken in the Soviet Union and in the countries of 

Eastern Europe. Seventy years of an oppressive regime could not auppress 

man’6 spirit of freedom. That spirit has ariaen anew and broken its chaina 

after three generations of independence denied. Now that the wind of freedom 

has been liberated no power on Earth can ever return it to captivity. 

We saw this with our own eyes in the 70 hours of the abortive coup in the 

Soviet Union. We could have anticipated the end of that coup from the moment 

a small group of citizens first appeared in the streets of Moscow to face the 

approaching tanks. They stood against them unarmed, like a human banner, and 

the soldiers did not shoot, The army held its fire, faced as it was with the 

spirit of freedom that had taken root even among its own ranks, When the muse 

of freedom sang, the guns fell silent. 

That is the lesson the world has drawn from the crisis of August 1991. 

Yet it learned another bitter and rapid lesson from the Persian Gulf crisis of 

August 1990. It learned how shortsighted it had been in supplying, over the 
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ysarr and without any controls, vsrt quantitier of rasponr to a dictatorial 

regime. It bar 1QarnQd just how terrifying can be the combination of militsry 

power and a lack of inhibition regarding ita usQ. The chameleon that had 

bemused the QntirQ onlightened world turned into a lethal python that wound 

itself around mankind'r neck. 

The billows of black smoke that role from hundreds of oil wells across 

the Kuwaiti desert are a living and tangible illustration of the evil genie 

that had escaped from its bottlQ, throwing a huge pall over ontire 

continenta. Tyranny - and the tyrant - displayed sn undreamed-of vitality. 

Saddam Hussein has not been removed from the world scene. His defeated 

people havm not rejected him. The Kurdish revolt has been brutally 

suppressed, leaving in its wake hundreds of thousands of homaless refugees. 

The scale of military strength that Saddam Hussein has rstained is now 

rQvQQlQd ab a rQnQwQd and gQnUine threat to the rsgion. 

ThQ Iraqi tyrant COntinuQs to scheme against and deceive ths rest of the 

world. The United Nations inspQCtiOn commissions have, onQ after the other, 

UnCOVQrQd his lips and dircovered the hidden stocks of non-conventional 
0 

weapons he sought to concsal. Saddam HUSSQ~~ is attempting to keep the world ' 

in ignorance of his revived military power, but the world, under the 

dstermined 1QadQrship of the United States, is not turning a blind QYQ to tha 

facts, and will not permit the tyranny of Saddam Hussein to survivb. 

Last Septembsr, from this rostrum, I warned that Israel was about to 

become the target of attacks by Saddam Hussein in a war in which it was not 

involved, and to which it was not a party. And indeed Israel came under 

missile attack. It clenched its fists and gritted its teeth in refraining 

from any counter-attack, so as not to upset the international coalition. 
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The international community has come to understand Israel's poaition as 

the bastion of genuine democracy in a dangerous and violeat region. The 

events ot the past year have made enlightened States world-wide re-evaluate 

the character of the Israeli-Arab conflict in the light of thin correct 

political and historical perspective. 
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Many countrier rralire today that the root cauaea of thir bitter 

conflict, which has lasted decadea, lie in the refusal of the Arab States - 

excluding Egypt - to racognire the exirtenco of Israel and to accept its 

independence and sovereignty. It is thir intransigence that has been the 

source of the wars imposed on Israel. 

It ham been clearly ertablished that Israel ia the only country in the 

world under a permanent tangible, physical threat to its very existence - a 

threat that has brought upon it six ware in the four decades of its 

existence. States that were themselvee involved in the Gulf crisis have now 

come to understand, perhaps for the first time, th6 logic of Israel’s 

insistence on a peace ensuring its security and the well-being of its 

inhabitants. 

In January 1991 we presented a consolidated formula of five principles 

designed to promote the peace process: first, an end to the state of war 

between the Arab States and Iaraal, with a view to the signing of a peace 

treaty; secondly, reduction and control of the arms race; thirdly, direct 

negotiations, without preconditions, between Israel and its neighbours, with a 

view to the signing of peace agreements between Israel and each of the Arab 

States; fourthly, the simultaneous start of a resolution of the Palestinian 

problem, to be carried out in stages by us and the residents of Judea, Samaria 

and Gaza, in a joint framework with Jordan: and, fifthly, the drafting of 

joint programmes for regional development, with international aid, in areas 

such as water, the environment, electricity, solar energy, agriculture. 

health, transportation and the infrastructure. These principles have 

strengthened the foundations of the peace process in which we have been 

engaged since the cease-fire in the Gulf. 
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Since its ortshlirhment Ierael ha8 tirelesrly sought to talk peace with 

its neighbours. In the aftermath of each of the wara that wa8 forced upon us 

Xorsel hae appealed to the Arab Gtater to conduct direct talk8 with it, with 

no prior mnditionr, to attain a true and lasting peace. ft Oeemb that this 

appeal will now at last be answered. In a few week8 we 8hal1, I hope, meet in 

face-to-face discursion8 with our neighbour8 in order to lay the foundations 

of a bettor future for our peoples and our coming generations. Israel is 

convinced that the rufferingr of our war-torn region will be brought to an 

end, not as (I result of any balance of terror, but of the benefits that peace 

will bring. 

The bitter arm8 race in the Gulf and the Middle East ha8 brought many 

tragedies to the people8 of the region. It is responsible for the poverty and 

misery of millions of human being8 and for the warn which have broken out in 

our region over and over again in the latter half of this century. The arm8 

race has drained the resources of the different State8 to the detriment of the 

welfare of their citizens. The potential mean8 of destruction amassed by 

cruel dictators with limitless ambitions is a proven recipe for the outbreak 

of wars. 

. 

Our region has also known the use of chemical ueapons, which 

Saddam Hussein used against his own people as well as against his Xraniaa 

enemy. The elimination of chemical weapons everywhere, and especially in the 

Middle East, is of supreme importance. This is why Israel has agreed to 

become a party to the convention to eliminate chemical weapons, while 

maintaining the principle of universality. For the convention to be effective 

all States of the ragion mGst become party to it. 
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(MrlLaYr;_Iarrcal) 

The term “weapons of mass destruction” is no mere technical phrase. 

Every type of weapon - including conventional - that entails a threat of the 

indiscriminate destruction of large numbers of people falls, in our view, into 

the category of “weapons of mass destruction”. Arms control must therefore 

include conventional weaponry as well. 

On the eve of the convening of a regions1 peace conference, I appeal from 

this rostrum to the leaders of the Arab States. I say “Stop the insane arms 

race in weapons of extermination. Abandon all destructive impulses. Put an 

end to blind hatred. Do not waste your resources. Do not give up the 

opportunity for progress and well-being for your own countries for the 

illusory dream of destroying Israel. 

“Israel draws its strength from its historic and moral right to a safe 

existence in its own country. Set out with US on the path of peace. Think of 

your children, aa we think of ours. For they were born not for war, to be 

killed, but to live." 

The far-reaching changes that have occurred in the struggle between blocs 

in the world have also been accompanied by positive changes in Africa. Some 

internal wars have ended, and others we hope are about to end. The process of 

African States' attaining their independence has been completed. The 

apartheid regime in South Africa is nearing its end. A wind of democracy has 

blown through many African States, inspiring a progressive evolution. 

But in many States of the third world, especially in Africa, hunger, 

disease and misery are still on the rise. The growing birth rate has led to a 

population explosion and has aggravated the shortage of essential foodstuffs. 

In extensive areas the desert has reclaimed arable land and pasture land. 

Hundreds of thousands of peoyle are falling victim to starvation and epidemics. 
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($¶r. Law, Istae2) 

All this is happening at the end of the twentieth century, a century that 

has seen unprecedented scientific, technologicaP ana medical achievements. In 

an era in which berderl+,nes between East aad West are becoming blurred, tbe 

developed countries must seek to bridge the 6uge gaps between the living 

standards of the northern and southern hemispheres. We must lend an attentive 

ear, especially to the heart-rending appeals for help from the African 

continent. 

Israel is a small country, poor in natural resource8 ana material riches, 

but it has its faith. It faces tbe tremendous challenge of absorbing every 

year hundreds of thousands of new immigrants , who flock to it from many 

countries. 
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c-1 

Rowevor, in th0 pr0c08r of building a new l ociaty and developing it0 

economy, Imraol ham, over the part 40 yoarm, accunulatod conaidorable 

knowlodge ana experience in agriculture, technology, reaicine and mclence, am 

well am in organisation and management. Imrael ham for many year8 placed itm 

knowledge at the dimpomal of developing countriem. The result of thim mimmion 

which we have taken upon ourmelvem ham been decade8 of cooperation and 

ammimtaoce to 96 countriem. 

In Imrael, for movers1 generations we have witnemmed a revival in the 

life of a nation which ham brought to the world values of peace, liberty and 

justice. There principle8 are the essence of the law of the Jewish people and 

of it8 univermal message. 

The Jewimh people is the only people ever to have been exiled again and 

again, with it8 faith in it8 return to it8 homeland remaining unshaken. Each 

time, mankind ham benefited from the spiritual assets and values of justice 

which have accompanied the revival of the Jewish people in its ancestral 

land. The return to Zion in our own t i &MS, which has been the objective of 

the Zionist movement, has resulted in a gathering in Israel of the Jewish 

people from all over the world. Wherever tyranny has raged and our people 

have been persecuted, ammimtance came from Israel, bringing them back to their 

national homeland in freedom and security. In the aftermath of the Second 

World War, Israel took in hundreds of thousand8 of our brethren who had 

survived in Burope as well am hundreds of thousands from Arab countries and 

elsewhere, escaping discrimination and persecution. 

These very days we are witnessing a phenomenon stirring in ita enormity - 

that of the return of Jews from the Soviet Union and from Ethiopia to their 

ancestral homeland. The Zionist movement is colour-blind. The distinction 
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between coloura is alion to tionirm. That ir why it ham beon provon that 

Zionism is tolerant and liberal oat. 

Last week, Presideat Bush appealed to this Aaaembly to abrogate the 

cynical and deploreble resolution which l guatea Zionism with racism. The 

President aptly described the unique character of the Zionist movement and its 

spiritual and humanitarian values. Wore and more representatives of nations 

are joining his appeal, guided by this great historical truth. This appeal 

will continue to reverberate both within this Hall and outside it until the 

repeal, in the near future, of that resolution, which constitutes a calumny on 

this Organisation and a disgrace to it. 

This aeraion stands on the threshold of a new hope. People the world 

over aspire for an end to hardship and auffering and for the beginning, at 

laat, of an era full of promise and hope. For ua, the Jeviah people, it ia 

also the beginning of a new year, when we exchange the traditional blessing: 

“May the outgoing year sweep away its maledictions, and may the new 

year bring with it blessings for all mankind.” 

Mr. ltw (Bangladesh): I stand before this Assembly with a aenae 

of pride and humility - pride, because I represent a Government freely elected 

and armed with the mandate of a people revitalixed and dignified by the 

overthrow of an entrenched autocratic regime; humility, because I represent a 

country comparatively new on the world stage and still beset by the problems 

of underdevelopmert. 

What message can I convey to this world body that is relevant tc our 

rapidly changing times and can meaningfully contribute to its goals of peace, 

justice and development7 
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1 M l mboldonod by the coneideration that the vart repent of the world’s 

population end a majority of nation-State8 fall ie the mame category a8 

Bangladerh. The new world order we all aim at cannot be realised without 

addressing our problem8 and reflecting our hopes and a8piration8 in the global 

decirion-making proceer. 

Before proceeding further, I should like to ray how happy I am to 8ee 

knbarsador Semir Shihebi presiding over the forty-rixth serrion of the General 

AsEembly, not only because of his known rkill and ebilitier but also because 

he belong8 to a country with which we have the moat cordial and fraternal 

relation8. A8 always, we are indebted to our Secretary-General for his vision 

and tirele88 endeavour8 over a full decade in the cause of peace. We pay him 

our warmest tributea. 

I should like also to welcome warmly the aeven new nation8 which have 

been admitted to membership of our Organisation. We look forward to working 

in close cooperation with representatives of both Korea8, the Marshall 

ISland8, Micronesia, Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania. 

To our mind, the heart of the great experiment we call the United Nations 

is about or should be about people. Their yearning for peace, respect and 

dignity, tolerance and good-neighbourliness, social progress and a better 

quality of life in larger freedom are the critical ingredients that the 

founding fathers have incorporated into the Preamble of the United Nations 

Charter. They form the essence of partnership, of human solidarity and 

interdependence that gives meaning to the expression of the very first words 

of the Charter, “We the peoples of the United Nations”. 
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(Ht.fi) 

Unfortunately, this fact a.ld these elements were obscured an the world 

turned to grapple with the more irr.nediats compulsions of great-Power rivalry: 

regional conflicts, the division of ideology and the self-destructive arms 

race they fuelled. The ruling ilites in the different countries have taken 

cover under the doctrines of State sovereignty and domestic jurisdiction to 

circumscribe the access of individuals to world forums. The perceptions, 

priorities and aspirations of peoples are more often than not clouded or 

forgotten. 

The danger this poses 1s now all too apparent. Nationalistic, ethnic, 

communal and cultural rivalries have resurfaced virulently. They have 

generated powerful centrifugal and other forces that threaten established 

boundaries and have unleashed bigotry, extremism and violence in many 

countries and regions. Unprecedented numbers of terrified and vulnerable 

people in Europe, Asia and Africa have fled across national boundaries driven 

by oppression, discrimination and civil war. Economic and social deprivation 

has been a prime mover of discord leading to alienation between and within 

nations. Poverty and indiscriminate waste have damaged ecosystems 

world-wide. Drugs and terrorism have invaded all societies. Worst of all are 

the huge resources that continue to be diverted to means of destruction. 

These realities are balanced by positive impulses that underscore the 

real potential of people for the good of the world, It is a time of rare 

opportunity to ensure that the benefits of human solidarity and cooperation 

outweigh the negative factors. There is now greater appreciation or ,,z- trtie 

interdependence. This is not based on any ideal vision of world government 

but on the practical realisation that science and technology have closed the 
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information and communication gapt that the economic forces and markets, 

especially the mobility of capital business and labour, have bound us 

irrevocably together. 

There is a real chance today that common and collective security can be 

achieved by promoting the unfulfilled promises of the Charterr that nuclear 

and conventional disarmament can be advanced in all regions with resulting 

peace dividends; that the military culture and psychosis of comparative 

insecurity can be contained through reliance on economic strength and social 

cohesion. 

Yet all these advances will remain aspirations unless we start at the 

beginning - the human condition. There is resurgent awareness that no social 

or political dispensation can or should endure that does not respect the 

dignity and worth of the human person, the equal rights of men and women, and 

nations, large and small. Human rights is no longer a subsidiary theme. It 

has assumed a dominant position in world affairs. It is no longer trite to 

say that the rope of our global society is as strong as its weakest strand. 

The real strength of society, and one that has enlightened human civilization, 

is the indomitable spirit of the human being. 

In Bangladesh we have learned one paramount lesson: there is no 

short-cut to achieving progress, no matter hov reliable or generous our 

friends may be. Whether it relates to achieving freedom from political 

oppression, vindicating human rights or seeking social and economic 

emancipation, a country must ultimately depend on itself, There is no 

substitute for action by peoples themselves. The fabric of self-reliance is 

thus intimately woven by three critical strands: democracy, development and 

human beings. 
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(Mr,-Banal-h) 

The choice of democracy for us was not based on the goodness of the 

system, which may be debatable, but on the evil of dictatorship which was 

certain. The previous regime, which seixed power illegally, wan predoomed to 

isoletion and ultimate failure. Without legitimacy its policies became 

atrophied. Efforts to short-circuit the mandate of the people through bribery 

or artificial devices proved infructuous. Economic and social activities were 

distorted to reflect the whims of the ruling ilite and the preservation of its 

powers and privileges were exposed. Corruption permeated all levels. Overall 

deprivation was camouflaged by projects of high visibility. The inevitable 

result was alienation between the Government and people and marginalization of 

different segments of society. The absolute poor were distanced beyond the 

reach of any development. 

Bangladesh’s experience has been replicated in country after country. 

The myth that only an authoritarian government can ensure efficiency and take 

bold and decisive steps has been exploded.’ It is now plain that without mass 

participation in decision-making, without transparency, accountability and 

responsibility, for which democracy stands, economic growth and the core 

values and priorities of society cannot be effectively realixed. The road to 

democracy for us was a difficult and painstaking process. Yet we have been 

fortified in this transition by tangible achievements. Uncompromising 

resistance, mass upsurge and a momentous agreement to restore democracy by all 

the major opposition parties enabled us to replace an entrenched dictatorship 

with a neutral care-taker government charged with the sole task of holding 

democratic elections. 

The election that was held within the constitutional limit of 90 days was 

universally acknowledged as an exemplary model of peaceful demorratic 
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(t!kLlbhQmL mulad#Rh 1 

l rpremmion - thi8 dorpito doop scepticirm that B free, fair and peaceful 

alaction could ba hold at all piven severe constraints of time, the 

formulation of acceptable procedures encompassing a vast electorate of 

30 million voters and a past hirtory replete with examples of violence, fraud 

and vote rigging. 

Many believed that the new Government would also seek to accrue power. 

Yet through con~en8ue, forged among all parties, a historic transfer wao 

effected from the presidential to the parliamentary system of government to 

curb any ruch tendency. 

A nation-wide referendum has now endorsed this change. Meanwhile, the 

Parliament i8 following through the task of ensuring checks and balances, 

weeding out bad law, buttrearing the rule of law and unshackling press 

controls. 

This prelude to establishing democracy ia all the more remarkable in the 

face of the coalescing crisis faced by the nation. Many believed that the new 

Government vould not be able to handle or even survive the combined impact of 

the repercussions brought about by the aftermath of the Gulf war and the 

devastating cyclone disaster of April 1991. 
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Yet, this too warn overcome with drive and deternlnation, rpoataneour 

humanitarian assistance from abroad and the courage and rerilimncm of OUT 

people. 

Indeed, the 200 days that the Government has boon in ponr have 

vindicated our faith in our ability to build upon democracy. It ham 

reinforced our belief that solutions to the problems of democracy call for 

more democracy. That is true because our people have demonstrated that them 

are extraordinary possibilities in ordinary people. They ronain our real 

strength tempered and tested by recurrent trial. 

Our oyn experiance has underlined certain basic trutha. Without 

democracy a people’s potential for socio-economic progrerr cannot flower. 

Equally, without improved standards of living and a viaion of the future that 

?an sustain hope, democracy will wither. Human rights become meaningless in 

the face of constraints of poverty, hunger, disease and illiteracy. No oeher 

right can take precedence over the amelioration of this condition. 

For Bangladesh, the fight against poverty and steps to unlock growth 

remain the foremost challenge to shore up democracy. In this task we cannot 

follow any role model or set prescription. We must beat our own track. 

The task ahead of us is profound. Poverty, rapid population growth and 

environmental deqradntion torment our people and our development prospects. 

They are superimposed on an economy with a narrow resource base, low 

productivity and savinqs, further compounded by lack of capital, technology 

and skilled manpower. Half the population is trapped below the poverty line 

and 80 per cent operate in an informal sector with very low levels of 

monetization. Annual per capita income growth has remained at a static 

0.5 per cent over 20 years. These statistics alone highlight the plight of 

the absolute poor, long by-passed by development. 
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Happily for ua, the poor have proved they are an l fficiont group who 

provide UII with an opportunity to tap their productivity and croativo 

energior . On0 proof is that, derpita thoro conbtrainte, the spirit of freedom 

ha8 not withered but inrtead burrt into flame. 

Democracy ham Influoncod certain key perceptions that havo influenced my 

Covernment’m mearch for remedial action on the problomm of dovolopment. Uo 

have taken concerted steps to provide a supportive policy environment that 

allowa UI to move gradually towards a free market economy. There is a vital 

recognition that to succeed, governments must spur productivity by intervening 

1SBS. allow competition to govarn prices and to concentrate on quality rather 

than quantity of invertment. 

Our core strategy revolves around human resources development, a concept 

that combines peoples’ participation, poverty alleviation, environmental 

supportive growth and advancement of human rights and welfare. ftB 

fundamental goal is to bring the deprived and disadvantaged from the periphery 

to the centre of development. 

In pursuit of this strategy, we have identified a number of areas for 

priority action. These include agriculture and small enterprises which 

generate the largest number of jobs and promote distributive justicet 

productive use of labour - our most abundant resource; targeting imaginative 

programmes to reach the poorest, and extend to them the basic social services, 

and building a physical infrastructure, especially communications. t’dOBt 

important of all is the need to invest in people - particularly to strengthen 

the rights and role of women. 

Our experience in microcosm bears certain lessons of validity for the 

larger community of nations. Perhaps the most important is that standards, 
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horovar ideal, cannot alrayr be impomed from abovr but nurt evolve 

indigetnourly from within oath country and itr people. Certainly double 

standards can erode the whole edifice of trl* c mince we rhould not preach whst 

we ourselves do not follow. 

As we turn to the great goals of thir Organiration, thim perception 

amumea some credibility. Peace with justice demands that l ach country and 

its people determine their own destiny without outside interference8 that they 

be free to choose their own governments and follow their own political, social 

and economic systems. This has been dramatically brought home a8 Afghanistan 

and Cambodia move toward6 resolution of their problems. It is equally true 

that the right of self-determination of peoples under colonial rule or foreign 

occupation is an inherent right that cannot long be denied. 

One look around this Assembly Hall bears out this fact, especially as we 

focus on Namibia and the newest incumbents of membership in our Organitation. 

One major void remains: that of Palestine. 

The Gulf war unambiguously demonstrated the unique convergence of action 

among the world connnunity to reject attempts to usurp or compromise the 

sovereignty, territorial integrity and political independence of a Member 

State. It also increased awareness of the danger of using differing standards 

by allowing Israel to continue its illegal occupation of Arab territories in 

the Middle East. 

Hopes for disarmament have been raised by spectacular cut-backs in 

nuclear veapons, by the accession of France and China to the Treaty on the 

Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT), by the dissolution of the Warsaw 

Pact and by the means being used to establish a durable security regime in 

Europe. The unilateral initiative taken by President Bush for further 
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reduction in nuclear wsaponlr is another vltal milestone. Yet the over-kill 

factor ir more than prevalent in both nuclear and convential weapona and 

marrive reaourcea continue to be diverted to unproductive means of destruction. 

While recognition grows that human rights must extend beyond the domestic 

plane, a universal culture embracing all the basic freedome, including freedom 

from fear and want, freedom of expression and of participation and freedom 

from discrimination of all kinds on a global basis - such as a human rights 

culturs - atill has to evolve uniformly. 

In South Africa, despite momentous changea, the struggle continues to 

dismantle the edifice of apartheid and to pursue negotiations that will result 

in a new constitution baaed on the freely expressed will of the people, the 

United Nation0 Charter and the Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 

In the Middle East, Iarael continues unabated its policies to change the 

economic, social, cultural and demographic situation of the occupied Arab 

territories, to encourage Jewish immigrants, to expand settlements and pursue 

a brutal policy of repression against the Ptileatinian intifadah . These are 

glaring examples of the infrinqement of human rights that must be redressed. 
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However, porhapr the most vital aspect of human rights that haa yet to 

find univerral acceptmce is recognition that the right to development is the 

most fundamental right of all. Surely, peace and security cannot be achieved 

unless conditions are created to remove the root cause of war and conflicts - 

economic and social deprivation. Certainly, this requires ub to eradicate 

poverty, tackle indebtedness, reverse environmental degradation, fight drug 

abuse and improve social justice and the quality of life of all peoples on 

Earth. 

I have already underscored the fact that development is the primary 

responsibility of each country itself. Yet, this approach can succeed only if 

it is supplemented by a conducive external environment. There is now 

widespread awareness of the stagnancy in the development cause and of the 

recourse to short-term crisis management that has been a sad legacy of the 

decade of the 1980s. We are encouraged by efforts to ravar8e this trend, 

revitalize growth and reduce poverty. There has been a growing convergence of 

strategies to redress the critical issues of decreased investment, reduction 

and restructuring of debt, trade promotion and technology transfer. 

Preferential treatment for the least developed countries must remain a 

continuing commitment in this regard. 

The debate as to who is to blame for damage to the ecosystem and for 

environmental degradation has acquired some intensity. One fact, however, is 

indisputable: all countries - developed or developing - have a shared 

interest in finding remedial solutions. The question of burden-sharing must 

take into account the limited resources available to developing countries. 

For many of them, the impact of natural disasters linked to en .ironmental 

degradation is fast becominq a question of survival. The question whether 
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they have already crossed the threshold where depletion of the natural 

andoument has diminished their capacity to meet future needs is an issue of 

burning importance. It has underscored the need for a long-term perspective 

to determine the costs of such depletion. It haa alao dramatically underlined 

the fact that improved economic conditions are a &,iD@-gM.ASLD for improving 

the environment . 

The 1992 United Nations Conference on Environment and Development loom8 

large aa a major event for finding cooperative solutions. Key elements will 

be practical meanr and costs of redressing specific environmental concerns; an 

energy dialogue for more efficient energy use; workable monitoring systemst 

definition of clear norms and sanctions governing environmental behaviourt and 

the adoption of conventions on climate and the preservation of biological 

diversity. 

Another crucial element needs to be stressed. The development objective 

must be put in sharper focus than the theme of adjustment, which has long 

overshadowed it . Structural adjustment meaaurea, though necessary, mujt be 

seen in the perspective of their inherent limitations. Not least of these are 

heavy coats, uncertainties, the long lead time involved and their social and 

humanitarian impact. The hardships necessarily involved often lead the 

poorest sectors of society to bear a disproportionate burden. 

If this world Organization is to succeed and flourish, it will depend aa 

much on the resilience of its Member States and their ability to prosper 

individually as on their ability to contribute constructively to its great 

goals and purposes. Positive efforts made by each country cumulatively 

strengthen the overall mandate of the United Nations. Bangladesh in its own 

small way has Sought to make our contribution a priority commitment of our 
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foreign policy. 4mong the major directionr we are pursuing, I would like 

brfefly to underline the followfng. 

Firat, the quest for a new world order mu6t begin vith putting our own 

house in order. Wo have thum actively nought to maintain the momentum and 

credibility of the South-Asian Association for Regional Cooporation (SMRC) 

and, by promoting its socio-economic mandate, to create a broad-based climate 

of confidence-building, to reduce tenlion in the region and to resolve 

outrtanding differencea through dialogue and negotiation. 

Secondly, in the world arena we support all measures designed to 

strengthen the capacity of the United Nations to prevent war and resolve 

conflicts and to extend this capacity in sew ways so as to preserve the 

security of small States and institute a system of global watch to anticipate, 

contain and prevent tension points. 

We have purposefully contributed to the Qrganitation's peace-keeping 

efforts through the dispatch of military and civilian contingents to police 

cease-fire lines in the Gulf, help reconstruction efforts in Kuwait and 

monitor elections in Namibia. We stand ready to sslrist the United Nations 

peace process in Western Sahara and Cambodia. Moreover, we fully support 

strengthening the financial and institutionai base of peace-keeping and its 

growth in imaginative directions, including the concept of preventive 

diplomacy, particularly in containing the impact not only of man-made, but 

also of natural, disasters. 

We have striven through concrete initiatives to participate 

constructively and with moderation and pragmatism in all socio-economic 

forums, especially for the purpose of projecting the concerns of the least 

developed countries. Since the only real protection of small States is the 
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rule of law, we heve cloroly followed and actively contributed to the 

progreroive development end codification of international law in such diverse 

fields as scarce reaourcea, law of the b>ar l nviroiunental protection, refugees 

and migrants. Through national legirlatio.J, its regional extension and 

international participation, wo have alno helped to reek rolutions to the 

global problems of druga, terrorism and environmental protection. Clearly, 

our role in and contribution to strengthening nultilateralism and the central 

role of the United Nations in the cooperative management of the world's 

problems remain an abiding conmnitment of my country. 

In conclusion, let me say that we have reached a critical point in the 

world's struggle for stability and well-being. We are face to face with 

opportunities rare in hirtory. Technological advancer in all fields have 

strengthened the concept of an interdependent world. There is a new mass 

consciousness of rights that have led to dramatic breakthroughs in democracy, 

human rights and recognition of the contribution and participation of the 

people in decision-making. A climate of cooperatLan, mutual understanding and 

universal fraternity has been emerging despite many tdverse legacies inherited 

from the past. 

The United Nations has reasserted its importance and has tangibly 

demonstrated its potential for collective action. We muat now go with this 

tide and carry forward the momentum peacefully to resolve regional disputes, 

promote disarmament, contain adverse global forces and strengthen the rule of 

law. The pre-eminent challenge remains to upgrade the quality of life of all 

peoples everywhere as the most potent means of demonstrating our common 

humanity. There is no doubt that the United Nations remains the only forum 

where we can meet the challenges of the future by drawing upon our combined 

solidarity and willingness to confront them together. 
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ADDRR56 BY MR. YOR HYORG MJB, PRRMIBR OF 'IRE ADMIWISPRATIVB COURCIL O? 
THE DBIOCRA'IIC PBOPLB'S RBPURLIC OF KORBA 

-1 The A88eably will now hoar an addro88 by the Premier 

of the Adminimtrativo Council of the Democratic Pooplo' Republic of Korea. 

Mr. Yon_IIYona PmmAu of t 
to tb, roru . 

-1 I hsvo groat ploaruro in welcoming the Premier of 

the Administrative Council of the Democratic Pmople'r Republic of Korea, 

Mr. Yon Hyong Muk, and inviting hir to addren8 the Genoral A88embly. 

Mr. (Democratic POOplo’ Republic of Korea) (rpoko in KoresnJ 

English text furnished by the dolegation): It i8 a great plea8ure for me to 

take thir opportunity, now that the Democratic People*8 Republic of Korea has 

become a Member of the United Hation8, to arplain the internal and external 

policies of the Democratic Poopla'r Republic of Korea and it8 pomition on 

international affair8. 

First of &ll, may I extend my congratulation8 to Wr. Samir S. Shihabi on 

his election to the presidency of the current session and express my 

expectation that the General A88embly will achieve good results under hi8 

chairmanship. 

I bhould also like to express my gratitude to the Government8 and 

representative8 present here for the unanimous adoption of the resolution on 

the admission of tho Democratic People'8 Republic of Korea to membership of 

the United Nations. I should like to affirm that the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea will discharge in good faith its duty as a Member State of 

the United Nations in conformity with the purposes and principles enshrined in 

the United Nations Chart r. 
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It in an IrroverDible trend of the present time for all countries and 

nations to advance towards soverei9nty, independence bna peace, free from 

domination and subjugation. Therefore it is the task of all mankind to give a 

powerful impelus to this historic trend and build a free, peaceful new world. 

The United Nations serves as an important political forum for the carrying out 

of these current tarkm, and thus the expectations of the world’s people in 

regard to its role are growing daily. 

It is regarded aa necessary now to destroy the inequitable old 

international order, establish an equitable new one and effect the 

denocratiration of international society so as to build the peaceful new world 

to which mankind aspires. A new international order should be established on 

the basis of the independent and equal rights of all countries and nations in 

the world, reqardless of the sire of their territories or their level of 

development. There can be large and small countries, developed ana less 

developed nations in the world, but there must not be senior and junior 

countries, dominating nations and those destined to be dominated. 

Although my country is a small one, we strongly advocate greater 

independence and dignity. As an equal member of the international conrnunity, 

we will make active efforts to establish an equitable new international order 

which does not allow any privileges and arbitrariness in international 

relations. Today one cannot think about building a genuine new international 

order unless the gap between rich and poor, between the developed and the 

developing countriss, which is growing wider with each passing day, is reduced. 

We believe that the non-aligned countries, the developing countries, 

should consolidate and develop the Non-Aligned Movement into a force with more 
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vitalxtp, with a view to building a new international order, contributing to 

tbe cause of world peace and exercising the rights it has been granted. When 

the Etates members of the HoJon-Aligned Movemeat concert their efforts and 

promote friendship and cooperation in realiaing the principles and ideals of 

the Mov-at. the rehabilitation of countries and nations can be enhanced. 

The matter of relation8 with the developed countries can then be solved 

smoothly by promoting South-South cooperation. 
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Furthermore, world peace can be firmly guaranteed only when a new 

international order ie established and the gap between rich and poor, between 

North and South, is eliminated. Peace is the cormnon desire of mankind. 

Today, the threat to pesce comes from attempts to violate the independence of 

other countrier and nations and to dominate otherr. To safeguard pesce, every 

country and nation should maintain its independence, oppose power politics and 

engage in powerful, joint international action to prevent war. 

The most pressing issue involved in ensuring a durable peace in the world 

is to effect arms reduction and abolish nuclear weapons and other weapons of 

mass destruction. Aa a nation exposed to continual nuclear threat, the Korean 

people have put forward the abolition of nuclear weapons es an urgent demand 

related to our national destiny. The Government of the Democratic People’s 

Republic of Korea regards the achievement of a comprehensive ban on nuclear 

testing within a short period of time a8 one of the most pressing tasks in the 

field of disarmament today. It will actively join the international community 

in its endeavours to prevent the testing and production of nuclear weapons, to 

reduce nuclear weapons and, eventually, to abolish all nuclear weapons. 

The completion and conclusion of the global convention on chemical 

weapons is an important step in eliminating weapons of mass destruction. In 

keeping with our goal of comprehensive disarmament we support the idea of a 

ban on chemical weapons and will exert our efforts to make this convention an 

equitable, comprehensive and complete international legislative instrument. 

The Government of the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea holds that, 

if the world is to become peaceful and stable, both disputes between countries 

and nations and regional disputes and disturbances should first be settled. 
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In the mottling of ~11 dlaputmm account mhould be taken of the interomtm of 

the psttiem concerned end i:ho COUQ@ of pmacm. Recently the Unitocl Nations ham 

ewertmd condiderabla effort in coordinating disputes and ham achieved momm 

pror)tess. WS OSpfbSS OUT SURpOLt f0: aAt mndoavourm to rattle regional 

dimputam through biaLw;lm and negotiation and through political coordination. 

It I!, ouz position that all acts of infringement on tha moveroigoty of other 

countrism, all interfcrsrt-u ibl the internal affairs of okher countries and the 

w3ulbXLahmen: of unfair blockades and preamurse mho&d be ended immnediately, 

and we mupport khQ just struggles of a’11 peoplss opposing much interventionist 

pclI.ickeo. 

Today, when ths Dmmocratic People'm Republic of Korea ham formally 

entered tbs United Nations, my cnuntry'm Government rrrgects that the remnants 

of the pact rolatioos botussn the Denocrst!c People'm Republic of Korea and 

MW United Natj.ooa prior to the country's admissio?l to membership of the 

Organiaat.ion will be cornyJ.stely eradicated and that the United Nations will 

nwke m A;le contribution to the fair solution of the question of Korea's 

reunificaticn. 

W-a,ginally, Korea warn a homocjc~~vQtxs nation that existed for thousands of 

yearm in one lanli with tho 8~6 languag f and sharing rho same blood. The 

division of Korea warn n-t brought ticut by contraclictions uithin our nation: 

rather it uaa imposed upon us by foreign forces. 

To!:Ly, the question of Kurr+an reunification ham become not only a vital 

guQstion rsiate3 to the dustiny o& our nation, but also a pressing problem, 

the actlution to which is dirudtly linked with the peace of Asia and the rest 

of the wild. 
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Over the ptalongecl period of division in KOfea, different systems have 

beon establirhod in Lho north and in the south. In the northern part of 

Korea, a man-centrod socialirrt system, the embodiment of the Juchs idea, has 

firmly taken root. Our socialism is neither imported from, nor a replica of, 

that in any foreign country. It is a unique socialism, which our people have 

chosen by themsolver in keeping with the realities of our country, one which 

continuer to grow stronger and to develop through the efforts of our people 

thOmSOlVO6. 

In our country, the leader, the party and the popular masses are united 

and of one mind, and the entire people are iron strong in their faith and 

determination to defend our socialism. Therefore, our socialism will not be 

swayed, no matter in what direction the wind blowa, and it will continue to 

stay firmly on its course. 

There may be some temporary frustrations and twists and turns in the 

course of history’s advance, but it is an inviolable law that mankind heads 

for the road to independence. The question is how firmly to rely on the 

popular masses, how highly to respect their will and how to represent their 

interests. It is our firm position that the question of the country’s 

reunification must be resolved in conformity with the will and interests of 

our people. 

It is from that standpoint that we consistently call for reunification by 

blinging down the barriars of division and attai,ring the greater unity of the 

nation. We cannot understand why there has been silence about the concrete 

wall built in the southern area of the Military Demarcation Line as the symbol 

of Korea’s division and confrontation, while at the same time there has been 
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acclair for thm demolition of the Berlin Wall and the crumblin9 of the barrier 

02 the tart-Wart cold war. 

Uo have already propomod the dorolition of the concroto wall in the 

routhorn area of the Military Demarcation Line and Lroo travel and a full 

opening up in all area@ of politicm, oconomy and culture. Thir ie a powerful 

way to achiwa national raconciliation and unity and to roaliam the country’8 

reunificatioa. 

In the routh of Jtoroa there poroirtr another ryatem quite different from 

our8. Wo boliove that, to resolve the quortion of reunification, the reality 

in our country rhould be the rtarting-point from which wo murt find a way that 

moats the rpocific condition8 that exirt in our country. If the rtark 

realities existing in north and routh are dimregarded and reunification 

through unification of the ryrtems in advocated, it will inwitably increase 

mistrurt and confrontation, not reunification, and will lead, furthermore, to 

the recurrence of the national scourge of conflict and fratricidal war. 
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Thorofoto wa hold that Koraa’s reunification should be based on 

reunification of the nation - that is, uniting ths North and the South as one 

nation - and not on unification of the systemm through one aide conquering or 

boiag conquered by the other. Aa the most realistic means of achieving this 

rolution, our Govormnont har proposed accomplishing reunffication through a 

confederation based on one nation and one State, but two systems and two 

Govornmentr. As a concrete means of achieving confederal reunification, we 

have proporod tho l stablirhment of a Democratic Confederal Republic of foryo. 

Furthornoro, for the purpose of facilitating nationwide agreement, we 

have l xprosrod our willingness to hold negotiationu on our proposal that, in 

the interim, the regional autonomous Governments of the confederal Republic be 

verted with IM)re powars and, in due course, the functioning of the central 

Government upgraded 10 that full reunification, in the form of a 

confederation, may be achieved eventually. 

We believe that confederal reunification is the most realistic and 

peace-loving Way, as it rules out both the prevalence of Cormnunism and 

conununination, on the one hand, and a northward OK a southward invasion, on 

the other. This proposal accords with the noble purpose of the United 

Nations, whore mission is to safeguard peace and justice in international 

relationr. 

Our people have excellent tradftionn and experience to draw on. We have 

in the part achieved unity for the sake of the common cause of the nation, 

transcending differences in ideologies, ideals, political viewpoints and 

religiour beliefs. When the entire people in the north and the south of Korea 

and overseas compatriots renew the tradition of national unity, when they work 
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together for the qrest unity of the nation, they will dofiaitoly roaliro the 

national priority of the tank of reunification. 

We regard North-South dialogue as the main mean8 of peaceful 

reunification. Wo domire progrorr in the high-low1 North-South talkm, to 

paw the way for the peaceful reunification of Korea. If the high-level 

North-South talka come to a fruitful conclusion, talka at the hiqhort level 

will be fearible. The North-South dialogue nurt be a dialogue for 

reunification, not for division. The reunification of the country ir a 

nationwide ~43~80, which cannot be achieved simply by 8 special 8tratum of the 

North or the South. All parties and orqaniration6 and people of all rectors 

who desire national reunification should harmonise their deaandm and actions 

for the purpose of achieving solidarity and unity. 

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea proposes that a political 

consultative conference for national reunification be convened, poraibly at an 

early date. Representativea of the Governments and of political partier and 

orqanirations in the North and in the South would participate, with a view to 

achieving nationwide agreement on the ways and means of reunification. 

Although the north and the south of Korea have joined the United Nationa 

separately, our position on national reunification is unchanged. Our people 

will actively strive to attain national reunification and thus unity of the 

whole nation, to bring closer the day when the reunified Korea will take one 

seat at the United Nations and contribute to the conunon cause of mankind. If 

a peaceful solution of the question of our national reunification is to be 

secured, the firat and foremost task is to ensure peace on the Xorean 

peninsula and to satisfy the prerequisites for peaceful reunification. 
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We regard the adoption of the proposed North-South non-aggression 

declaration as the starting-point for removal of the military confrontation on 

the Korean peninsula and for a fundamental improvement in 1JorW-South 

relations. 

On the Korean peninsula there stand, confronting one another across the 

military demarcation line, a million armed forces on full alert. The acute 

military confrontation on the Korean peninsula constitutes the main factor 

that spawns mistrust and misunderstanding between the North and the South. So 

long as the North and the South have their guns levelled at each other and 

keep daggers in their pockets, the situation will never be eased, and the 

tension on the Korean peninsula will not be removed. 

We have long proposed the adoption of a non-aggression declaration 

between the North and the South as a direct step towards defusing the acute 

confrontation. If the non-aggression declaration is adopted it will help to 

open a decisive phase in replacing the unstable cease-fire system vith a 

system of durable peace on the Korean peninsula and in easing the 

confrontation between the North and the South. We have proposed arms 

reductions in the North and the South, along with the adoption of the 

non-aggression declaration , with a view to ending military confrontation. 

Otherwise it will be impossible either to promote trust or to have a 

negotiated solution of the question of peaceful reunification between the 

north and the south of the Korean peninsula , where tension and the danger of 

war have reached a climax. 

Our Government has already advanced comprehensive arms-reduction 

proposals for the Korean peninsula. We hold that the North and the South 
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l hould rurpead all joint military exercia@m with forolga forcom and other 

large-scale milltory exorciror in order to create an atrorphoro of trurtt 

rhould turn the demilitarired sono along the military denarcatioa liaa iota a 

peace wane and enable it to 30 used for peaceful purporear and l hould take 

security maamurea to provoat any sccidantal conflict that could lead to 

arcalatioa. 

We hold that, for the purpose of removing military confrontation, the 

North and the South mhould pharm down their arrwd forcer to fewer than 100,000 

each within a period of throw or four year82 diarolve all civilian military 

organirationr and civilian forcesl cee6e tho introduction of new militsry 

technological equipment and the development of araamentr~ and hold on-the-spot 

inspection to verify the implementation of arms-reduction meaaurea. 

The Government of our Republic har not only advanced a peace-oriented 

proposal for arms reduction but also taken the initiative of dsmobiliring a 

large number of it8 armed forces. To our regret, however, our peace 

initiative8 remain unilateral effortst reciprocal atepa have not followed. We 

believe that if the North and the South agree upon the idea of arm6 reduction, 

and embark on tho process, the danger of armed conflict and war on the Korean 

peninsula will be removed, distrust between the North and the South dispelled, 

and a favourable environment for peaceful reunification created. 

Since the north and the south of Korea have both joined the United 

Nations we consider it necessary now to take measures to dissolve the “United 

Nations command” presence in South Korea, to have the “United Nations forces” 

withdrawn, and to replace the Korean armistice agreement with a peace 

agreement. 
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For a durable peace in Korea, tha l atablirhmant of a nuclear-weapon-free 

sone in the Aoreau peninsula now appears to be a realistic possibility. Out 

of our desire to eliminate the danger of nuclear war on the Uorean peninsula 

and to contribute to durable peace and security in Asia and the rest of the 

world, we have put forward a proposal to turn the Korean peninsula into a zone 

f roe of nuclear weapons. Last July, the Government of the Republic put 

forward a new proposal, according to which the north and the south of Korea 

would agree on and jointly declare a nuclear-weapon-free tone on the Korean 

peninsular the United States, tho Soviet Union and China - the nuclear-weapon 

States neighbouring the Korean peninsula - would legally guarantee the 

nuclear-weapon-free status of the Korean peninsula once an agreement had been 

reached and a declaration adopted to this effect; and the non-nuclear-weapon 

States in Asia would support the conversion of the Korean peninsula into a 

nuclear-weapon-free zone and respect its nuclear-weapon-free status. Our new 

proposal has been welcomed by the nuclear-weapon States and the parties 

concerned. 

We consider it necessary for the north and the south of Korea to pledge 

themselves before the world to a ban on the testing. manufacture and 

possession of nuclear weapons and to a prohibition on the deployment or 

transit of nuclear weapons and on nuclear military exercises on their 

territory. If t.he north and the south of Korea jointly declare the Korean 

peninsula to be a nuclear-weapon-free zone and the nuclear-weapon States 

neighbouring the Korean peninsula legally guarantee its nuclear-weapon-free 

status, the danger of nuclear war in Korea would undoubtedly be removed once 

and for all and the establishment of a durable peace would be assisted. 
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With all clarity we reiterate that we have no intention of developing 

nuclear wsaponsr nor do we have the capability of 80 doinq. The matter of 

nuclear inspections in our country cannot be renolved in isolation fron, the 

particular environment prevailinq there: we expected that, am a matter of 

cour8t3, once our country sdhered to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of 

Nuclear Weapons, the nuclear threat aqainat us would be removed. The reality, 

however, is quite contrary to our expectations, and we remain exposed to an 

ever -increasing nuclear threat. The military exercises known as “Team 

Spirit”, which are staged annually south of the military demarcation line, are 

in fact a nuclear-war exercise targeted against us. 

Ours is the only country in the world of the States parties to the Treaty 

on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons that is faced directly with a 

nuclear threat. That being the case, the matter of removing the nuclear 

threat is for us a vital question relating to our nation’s right to survival. 

According to the Treaty, the nuclear-weapon States comnit themselves not 

to threaten the non-nuclear-weapon States parties to the Treaty. However, the 

problem cannot be resolved so long as the non-fulfilment of its Treaty 

obligation by the nuclear-weapon State which is now imposing a nuclear threat 

upon us is disregarded while at the same time we are being urged to agree to 

unilateral nuclear inspections even as we are exposed to nuclear threat. 

The failure to conclude the nuclear safeguards agreement at the September 

meeting of the Board of Governors of the International htomic Energy hqency 

may also be attributed to the “adoption” of the “resolution” intended to apply 

international pressure upon us, which is tantamount to interference in our 

internal affairs. It is our position that it is difficult to resolve the 



problem ao long as the nuclear threat against ua continuea and the one-aided 

international preerure on urn persista. 

We welcome the announcement by President Bush that the United States will 

eliminate short-ranqe nucleat weapons baned on land and at sea, and hope that 

hia proposal will be implemented as soon 60 possible. It is our expectation, 

in the light of thir plan, that nuclear weapoam in South Korea will be 

eliminated. If the United States does indeed withdraw its nuclear weapons 

from South Korea, the road will be open for us to conclude a nuclear 

safeguards agreement. 

The Democratic People’s Republic of Korea is a peace-loving country, and 

the Korean people value peace highly. The Government of out Republic and ouf 

people will make every possible effort to ensure peace in Korea and to defend 

world peace, the conmnon cause of mankind. 

We are convinced that out national desire to enmute peace on the Korean 

peninsula and to achieve its independent and peaceful reunification will enjoy 

the support and sympathy of the States Members of the United Nations. 

Independence, peace and friendship are the principal ideals of the 

foreign policy followed by the Government of OUT Republic. On the basis of 

these ideals, we shall promote friendship and unity with all the countries of 

the international community and shall make an active contribution to the cause 

of the United Nations for world peace and security, and shall do our utmost 

for the sound development of intarnational relations and the further expansion 

and development of relations of friendship and cooperation between nations. 
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: On behalf of the Gfmerdl Assembly, I wish to thank 

the Premier of the Z&ministrative Council of the Democratic People's Republic 

cf Korea for the statement he has just tie. 

cratic peomle's Bemxblic of Korea. wes escorted from the roatyee! . 

The fEeetim rose at 12.40 ~.si. 


